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Vision and Goals
Without agreement on a Vision
we can’t set a direction…
…and without a direction
we can’t progress…
…and for progression we
need goals
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Planning and consultation
•
•
•
•

Draft Vision developed (FIP experts)
Draft WDG developed (content analysis of FIPEd output since 2008)
FIP Consultation – Executive, Bureau and Boards
Public and Organisational consultation
• 788 comments and editorial remarks recorded
• Content analysis, content re-edited.
• “Transforming our Workforce” published
• Vision and WDGs published today

Our Global Vision for a global workforce…
•
•
•
•
•

Leading change – being transformative
Supporting and developing our whole workforce
Describing and understanding principles & drivers
Using our needs-based approach for education & training
Making a collective commitment
Recognising that workforce development is an
educational challenge
Recognising that workforce development is a
long-term strategy
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Professional
development and
career pathways

A focus on
education providers
– but not exclusively

Strategy,
policy, monitoring,
and systems

Workforce Development Goals (WDGs)
They are ‘goals’
Achievable
Relevant & useful
Evidence-based
Developmental
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The Next steps…
…are very large steps, involving all of us!
Our key challenges are
Communications & dissemination
Monitoring & evaluation
Planning & engagement

Chapter 4…the next steps
Strategy and Stewardship
FIP
Boards & Education

Member Organisations

FIP Expert & Partner
Groups

Continuous renewal of workforce intelligence
3 & 5 year planning
ways of working

Communications
Feedback & symposia

Progress & Evaluation
FIP Expert Groups
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Building a sustainable pharmacy workforce:
Shaping tomorrow’s practitioners today
In all healthcare systems, the two largest resource costs are:

The healthcare workforce
Medicines
We fit into both categories!
FIP and Member Organisations have a collective responsibility
to pay attention to both; this conference is the start of a
historic transformation for us all…
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